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Many people have falsely understood why we do spiritual warfare and other things, or how this even works.

Spiritual warfare does not always manifest things in accordance to one's rainbow dreams or ambitions, simply because, this is not how it works.

An example, people are complaining about the Taliban or the US's lost war. The loss of this war, after 1 trillion money funneled into it, was well deserved. This 20-year-old waste of time, has been brought to an end. Good for American life, and even for the native people. Was it better before? How much?

For those that don't know, many empires have tried to "tame" Afghanistan, but they always failed, because the Afghani people are resistant to external occupation. They simply don't like it. Have they made a wise decision to open up their Nation to a literal terrorist group to rule them? Well what's up reality?

Their military also wanted this to happen, and alongside the incompetence of the US, that occurred. But the priority of protecting one's self always is one's self.

The US deserved to lose that war. It's infested with jews, the level of society is dropping, half the US Military generals are literal jews, and they were busy promoting Israel left and right for about 30 or 40 years. Enough worthless slavery for Israel, and let every attempt of the USA to promote Israel in the region, fail utterly, and let the Nation be cursed if it continues this, and blessed if it does not.

I certainly don't think that the Founding Fathers when they were making the United States, thought to themselves, "yee, let's create a very big bully of a Nation, so that Israel can have it on a leash, and that it can terrorize the whole planet on the behest of creating Greater Israel, Durrrr".

They were spoiled, and considered that this alliance with jews was the source of their "strength" and "invulnerability". Serving jews was seen as a very big blessing by these "opinion makers" in the US. They promised them they would be blessed.

Well guess what, with the dawning of the era of the Jews, those who want to be with them, will be left desolate. That's starting to show the proof of the matter.
A few nobodies with some flip flops and 80’s cars, with archaic weapons, literally just invaded this place where they had done "everything" to maintain, and took it over, and with popular support. How is that for humbling the JewSA?

The USA has went from statue of liberty, globally being the best in the arts, globally inventive and world first rights promotion etc., to literally censoring its own Presidents and just "Defining its identity" by having an open border so people can invade it and loot it.

Needless to say, that is a big jump in the quality of the Nation.

These are the punishments that incur from the Gods also, when we deviate from our given purpose. The USA was not created to be the global warmongering machine, nor a prostitution house of jews to have a party into 24/7. People like Rockwell have been telling these people that the result of following jews into this decay, is going to be final. They wanted to follow jews from Saturday Night Live.

In this case, nature comes in retribution, and nothing can stop that. The Media wants to claim that the people are now in super danger in Afghanistan, simply because there aren't GBLTQAI flags everywhere. Yeah, whatever. That's about all the nonsense America has had to offer to the world for the last 20 years.

When people and even American people were being censored, or the President is literally not even on Twitter, people think that this is a "Great Nation". At this point, and with the recurring events from 2017 in violation of all Freedoms, or allowing terrorists like Fauci to literally enslave us all, we might as well start considering that America has went too far with this insolence.

The reality is however, that for a movement like the Taliban to literally take over a country of 40 million, in literally a few months, they are either in collusion with the military, or the military itself [which was fortified for billions and billions of equipment], literally lets them pass. Now, this will go over in the direction this pacifism entails.

Our side, and Satan in general, and us, and the Gods, are already doing a lot of things for the future of humanity. They have fought even when humanity was at the lowest, progressively, and over many centuries. The Gods have another opinion about mankind, but personally, I see many humans as completely retarded on their "mass scale", or at least a dangerous percent.

Do I dislike humanity? Certainly not. Not at all. But specific aspects of it, if left unchecked, can become the end of it. I seriously believe that if responsibility is
not assumed massively, that this will be disastrous. Therefore, one cannot be a soft-core liar and tell everyone that they are doing so awesome and perfectly.

Regardless my opinion is not the important one here, and the Gods are certainly infinitely more caring and appreciative of mankind. But the Gods also have another opinion.

The Gods have told me before, that "if the world deviates too far", that they will have "no mercy". While they have tolerated their child stooping low and everything, they will not tolerate their "children" from literally going against them or becoming a jewish borg.

We are not there yet by any stretch of the imagination, but if we become greys or borg or something and start attacking other places in the universe, or become a biohazard such as the jew, don't expect that this little assessment of garbage here is going to be treated kindly.

Nothing will remain from this planet. And it would be perfectly justified.

Many people here also need to understand, that we cannot save people from the outcomes of natural retribution. You cannot help a little White instagrmer girl that went for "providing human aid" somewhere in the Middle East, and suddenly became a slave, because her parents were as brainwashed to tell her this was a great thing for her future.

This level of stupidity, is something that no spell and no magick can really revert. Even if there were people of our own in power, this grandiose level of stupidity, will manifest itself no matter what one does. The question is how one can defend themselves on this, so that this doesn't expand in the majority of society.

Quite a few people don't understand exactly how this goes. The Gods want us to get rid of the enemy's virus, and heal completely. The more you take a diseased person, and give them pills to save them, hiding their symptoms [as many people ask here that it should be done], all this achieves is to tell humanity that they are going in the very good and proper direction. And of course, what will they do? Continue that. And what will this cause? Collective damnation.

Indeed, the USA and Europe have to enjoy the ramifications of what they have caused now. Yes, let liberal neighborhoods get filled with rapefugees and many other things. As HPS Maxine has said, only when their back is forced on the wall, will many people react and wake up.
Does that cause unnecessary suffering? Yes. But who is causing this? These people on themselves. And what will happen if we merely stop the pain? They will kill themselves. And what does our spiritual warfare do? Make sure they understand and the enemy is distanced before they kill themselves.

This is so that they can actually get TRULY saved eventually, not just "SAVED FROM THE PAIN" and really just die shortly after.

Another last issue that many people are calling about, is the Co-Vid. The Co-Vid situation, is what happens, when you have a Jew World Order filled with kikes, allowed to dictate to you your future, unimpeded, and all people are idly watching their life withering away and their Nations dying.

What are people going to do? Sit there and whine about it while taking all the measures up the ass, while half of them literally agree with them? There goes then your "Free Society". Will people react and resist these measures, or at least internally pose some opposition to these? Good. There you are now setting a precedent that you still deserve freedom.

History doesn't make excuses on these subjects.

This is also what occurs when you have the worst in power, or charge like a fucking fool around 2000 years of Christianity and Islam, because you are a fucking NPC going around a rock. Thousand years of digging your own grave, don't exactly get corrected in 10 or 20 years, nor in 5.

And let me think: do we have to take these worthless human beings now, and also save their ass on top of it, so they can return into their life of smoking crack and continue their jewish comatose situation?

The answer to this is none of this is our fault, and none of this is what we should do. We are already doing the best for them for the longterm.

We need to give this body the power to react, which may come in combination with powerful shocks delivered from the enemy. We are not here to give people a little beautiful "soft" kind death, but to actually spark the system back to life and respond to this virus that has infected it.

Then, after it responds [which part of it is already doing], we will provide all the necessary support.

This is like cleaning the lungs of a patient after 45 years of smoking, just a bit so that they don't die. And yes, these people, if they continue, they are going to die.
So, they must be allowed to spit some blood and some tar, just so that they memorize and reflect on their decisions.

Our rituals will destroy the enemy, but they cannot remove or destroy all the infinite ramifications the allowance of this parasite has caused to humanity. They will destroy the disease, but those that have befriended it and allowed it to go very deep, are going to unavoidably suffer.

At the level where things are at now, with the enemy's power and how humanity was asleep like cattle, this has reached a proportion where the outcomes of this are two:

1. Keep sleeping and die [which will occur if people don't get shaken out of their coma]
2. Get your head knocked, wake up forcefully, and escape with your life, but with major shock.

Between the two decisions, the second is always more desirable, but never the most pleasant.

If the Goyim want another "salvation" of their "sins", so that they can continue "sinning", then I tell you with certainty, the Gods are not going to provide this. This is a deadly presupposition, and the Gods are actually interested to help them.

We are here to do what the Gods want us to do, not crucify ourselves on the big crucifix so that these NPC's will merely resort in repeating the same things over and over again.

If one digs their own grave deliberately [which is what many people are doing], not even the Gods themselves can save them. This is the nature of life. Unless people willfully unplug from the jewtrix and deprogram, then the ramifications of their own issues, cannot be saved by any Jesus inspired people. This is also reliant on karmic fate and natural outcome.

In closing too, in the eyes of a Christian, these are the "End times", and they will fall on their knees to again charge their shit thoughtform, and pray that god "Saves them", ie, again washes them up from their stupidity without fixing them permanently of their cursed stupidity. Then, they will repeat the same garbage again and again...and again...Until they die.

The Gods work in the opposite direction. People will be given sense worldwide from what happens. Sure, this won't be everyone, but many will. And this shaking
of their foundations, will wake many up, but also generate greater people who will have a better mind going in the future. That is a longterm and true solution, not just repeating the same mistakes of the past.
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